FSIS NOTICE

CORRECTED ITEM NUMBERS FOR FACE SHIELDS

I. PURPOSE

FSIS is issuing this notice to correct the item numbers that were listed in FSIS Notice 31-20, Instructions for Face Shields that Attach to Helmets.

II. CORRECTIONS

A. The table below lists the correct item numbers. The item number for the Open Works face shield was incorrect. The ERB face shield comes in two parts, not just one. To order a complete ERB face shield, inspection program personnel need to order both FSIS-90 and FSIS-90A.

| OPEN WORKS FACE SHIELDS (ATTACHABLE TO THE HELMET) | FSIS-89A |
| ERB SAFETY FACE SHIELDS | FSIS-90 |
| CARRIER/ADAPTER FOR ERB SAFETY FACE SHIELDS | FSIS-90A |

B. The instructions for the FSIS-89A - Open Works Face Shields (Attachable to the Helmet) are available at: Instructions for Open Works Face Shields Attachable to Helmets (FSIS-89A).

C. The instructions for the FSIS-90 AND FSIS-90A – ERB Safety Face Shields and Carrier/Adapter for ERB Safety Face Shields are available at: Instructions for ERB Safety Face Shields Attachable to Helmets (FSIS-90 and FSIS-90A).

D. If and when additional models of face shields become available in the future, product descriptions and item numbers will be posted here: FSIS Notices under FSIS Notice 33-20.

Refer questions through supervisory channels.
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